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liverpool and transatlantic slavery - scholarworks.umass - new book liverpool and transatlantic slavery
edited by david richardson, anthony tibbles, and suzanne schwarz. liverpool university press, hardcover,
320pp., isbn-13 ... transatlantic slavery and the literary imagination - transatlantic slavery and the
literary imagination roughly two years after the british celebrated the 200 th anniversary of the abolition of the
slave trade within the british empire on march 25, 2007, transatlantic slavery seems to cities built on
slavery: liverpool and manchester - this is a draft of part of a chapter from my forthcoming book. please do
not quote from it. marika sherwood cities built on slavery: liverpool and manchester the isle of man and the
transatlantic slave trade - select bibliography manx national heritage library the isle of man and the
transatlantic slave trade no. 14 march 2007 connections between the isle of man and the transatlantic
resources for schools - national museums liverpool - 4 guidance for teachers teaching about slavery, the
transatlantic slave trade and abolition can raise controversial and emotive issues. issues of anger, racism,
identity, blame, guilt and ignorance may all come school of history the shaping of a port city: liverpool
... - liverpool and the slave trade - online collections - liverpool and the transatlantic slave trade , david
richardson, suzanne schwarz and anthony tibbles ed, liverpool maritime museum 2007, google books online
this is essential reading. sisterhood and slavery: transatlantic antislavery and ... - liverpool’s
contributions to the anti -slavery movement,” transactions of the historic society of lancashire and cheshire ,
cxxiii (1971), 57-80. merton dillon, benjamin lundy and the struggle for negro freedom (urbana, 1966). slavery
remembrance day - national museums liverpool - european transatlantic slave trade and the
enslavement of africans, as well as the rise of popular movements for civil rights and social justice. this year
we embark on our 15th slavery remembrance day the slaving capital in the era of abolition: liverpool’s
... - liverpool pro- slavery delegates in fighting the abolitionists in the parliamentary inquiries of 1788, and
under-sold the level of liverpool participation in the early abolition movement in 17871788. liverpool and
africa in the nineteenth century: the ... - liverpool and africa in the nineteenth century: the continuing
connection martin lynn read 23 april 1998 for baincs and fairbairn, liverpool in the 1860s was 'the liverpool,
the african slave trade, and abolition - liverpool, th africae n slave trade an, abolitiod n essays to illustrate
current knowledge and. research edited by roger anstey professor of modern history, university of kent
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